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Foundation survey
says Poly students
never heard of ‘em

So close

By Randy Halsteod
Summef Staff Writer
Cal Poly Foundation is a mystery to many on campus,
according to a survey released last Friday.
The telephone survey, conducted by Pelegrin Research
Group, questioned 103 students, 50 faculty and 51 staff
with a margin of error of ± 8 percent.
However, statistics professor Singchou Wu said the
sample size would have to be more than tripled for the
survey be an accurate representation of student, faculty,
and staff views.
The survey found that, although all faculty and staff
surveyed were aware of Foundation, a nonprofit corpora
tion, only 79 percent of students polled had ever heard of
it.
When students who knew of Foundation were asked
for their overall impressions, 26 percent were positive, 57
percent were neutral and 17 percent were negative.
However, for faculty and staff respondents, 45 percent
were positive, 52 percent were neutral and 3 percent
were negative.
The poll found seniors and graduate students to be the
most likely to hold negative views of Foundation.
In her presentation of the study’s results, Laura
Pelegrin, president of the research company, said one
noteworthy finding was the reasons given for neutral
opinions.
While students appeared to relate to Foundation as an
institution, faculty and staff tended to base their
See POLL p a g e 8

Defensive b o c k D o ve Lom bardi reaches out fo r a pass, w h ile his team m ates look on. This w as p a rt o f a defensive fum ble drill
d u rin g C a l Poly M u stan g 's practice Tuesday on the football field next to the track / Photo b y Law rence Rodenborn

Poly football readies for season
By ColeM M. Rdey
Summer Staff Writer
The Mustang football team em
barked on its second season of
Division I-AA competition when
they reported for practice early Mon
day morning.
The team began practicing twice
a day during this first week of camp,
trying hard to improve on last year’s
7-4 record. The Mustangs captured
the American West Conference

(AWC) title in 1994 with a division
record of 3-0.
According to Head Coach Andre
Patterson, it is still too early to com
pare this year’s team to last year’s.
“Each team develops its own per
sonality and style over the course of
a season,” Patterson said. “Even the
returning players tend to get older
and more mature each year, chang
ing the chemistry of the team.”
The coaching staff only lost one
member since last season, helping to

Attack suspect still at large
By JasM D. Ptamosi
Summei Monoging fdihx
A Cal Poly student was attacked at
her residence July 27, and the police
need the public’s help identifying the
suspect.
According to the victim’s friend, at
9:40 p.m. on July 27, a man came to
the door of her friend’s house, located
near downtown, and asked for some
one who did not live there.
When the victim told the man he
had the wrong address, he left but
came back asking for directions and a
glass of water.
When the victim tried to help the
man, she was attacked by the as
sailant without warning.
According to a police press release,
the suspect sexually assaulted the vic
tim and tried to rape her. During the
struggle, the victim was allegedly
struck on the face and dragged down
a stairway by her hair.
The suspect fled on-foot as the vic
tim screamed for help.
The suspect ,is described as
Filipino, 25 to 30 years old, 5-foot-9
and 190 pounds. He has black hair,
brown eyes and was described as
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create some stability for the players.
“'The players and the coaches are
familiar and experienced,” Patterson
said. *"rhis should help a great deal.”
Along with experience, the team
has prioritized four goals to help im
prove their playing skills:
• 'The primary focus will be improv
ing each week.
• Secondly, the team wants to retain
the AWC championship.
See F O O T B A li p a g e 8

Campus building
projects climax
during summer
By Steve Oiestirsiai
Sunvnei Staff Writer

Suspect

clean-shaven.
Anyone with information is urged
to notify the police department at
781-7315.

Heavy machinery, yellow tape,
detours and dust can only mean
one thing at Cal Poly: It is sum
mertime and campus construction
is at its peak.
As you walk around campus,
outmaneuvering an occasional
bulldozer and being sure not to
walk under any ladders, you can
take comfort in the knowledge
that the sporadic messes are only
temporary.
Facilities Planning Architect
Rex Wolf cited good weather and
the reduced number of students
on campus as reasons for
heightened construction during
the summer at Cal Poly. He said
the number of summer projects
sometimes reaches as high as 50.
“The weather is always good in
the summer,” he said, “and there’s
less disruption and more facilities
See C O N S T R U a iO N p a g e 8

Poly PC Web surfers
enjoy enhancements
By Derek Aney
Summer Staff Writei
Home users of IBM PC compatibles have been “surfing
the Net” with visual enhancements on the World Wide
Web via Cal Poly for over two weeks now, while Macin
tosh owners seem to have been left on the beach.
According to Steve Rutland of Information Technology
Services, someone had to catch the first wave, but Macin
tosh users will be in the water soon.
“'This was a two step process and phase one was to get
PC users up because they seem to be the largest con
stituency of remote users,” Rutland said. “We targeted
them first and that package, which is a communications
piece and Netscape, is now being distributed through
AiX, the air conditioning lab, and El Corral Bookstore.”
Documentation is included with each package to help
users install the software and configure it for their sys
tems, Rutland said. A similar package is being developed
for Macintosh users.
“Phase two is the Mac side of the house and we are
working on that right now,” he said. “We are developing a
log-in script that works well, and then we will be packag
ing it up and writing documentation so that it is easy for
the user to install.”
Rutland said that it shoxdd be done in the next two
weeks.
“We’re trying to proof things out,” he said. “We’re
See W W W p a g e 8
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Trade with Japan slowing

East coast plans for Felix School vouchers dropped

By David Ttiurbor

By Juliannt Basingor

By Ernest Sander
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TOKYO (AP) — Behind the coordinated intervention
by central banks that has sent the dollar soaring is an ef
fort to cool trade friction between Japan and the United
States, analysts said Wednesday.
The large-scale dollar-buying Tuesday by central
banks in the United States, Japan and, Germany sent a
powerful statement to currency markets that these
countries are serious about taking the dollar higher and
supporting it at those levels.
That’s a message Japan has long sought because of
the damage its economy incurs from a weak dollar, which
makes Japanese exports more expensive and less com
petitive.
"The coordinated intervention shows there’s been a
demotion of trade confrontation in U.S.-Japan relations,”
said Ronald Bevacqua, an economist for Merrill Lynch
Japan. “’There’s a feeling in the U.S. government that
there’s a need to restore the larger relationship.”
Currency traders have long thought that the Clinton
administration favored a lower dollar as a means of pres
suring Japan into making concessions in a series of
oflen-bitter trade disputes.
’The United States has sent a number of top officials —
Secretary of Agriculture Dan Glickman, Undersecretary
of State Joan Spero and Undersecretary of Commerce
Jeffrey Garten — to Tokyo in the last two weeks with the
message of coop>eration instead of confrontation.
On ’Tuesday, one of the most intense trade battles for
mally ended with the release of a final agreement on auto
trade. ’That dispute nearly led the United States to im
pose almost $6 billion in tariffs on Japanese luxury cars
in June.
“All of the priority items have given rise to agree
ments,” said a U.S. Embassy official, speaking Wednes
day on condition he not be named. “Now we can cool
things down.”
’There are bumps on the road to reduced tension, in
cluding criticism Wednesday from a Japanese trade offi
cial, who said Washington’s decision to release the text of
the auto agreement before it is signed gave the mistaken
impression that Japan made concessions to the United
States.
Another potential source of conflict was a Japan Air
lines announcement that the U.S. Federal Aviation Ad
ministration had temporarily suspended its license to
perform maintenance on American-owned aircraft.
Part of a cooldown may come from a reduction in
Japan’s trade surplus, which had long been looked upon
as a key reason t^hind the dollar’s erosion in value vs.
the yen.
All three nations involved in ’Tuesday’s dollar-buying
spree have their own reasons for wanting a higher dollar.
For the United States, a stronger dollar could trim in
flation by reducing the cost of imports, giving the Federal
Reserve more room to cut interest rates to boost domestic
growth. Doth Germany and Japan worry that their
strong currencies will hurt their economies by reducing
export competitiveness.
’The dollar’s rise Wednesday sent Tokyo stock prices
soaring 4 percent, also to a six-month high, because of
renewed optimism over prospects for Japan’s export-dependent economy.

RODAN’THE, N.C. (AP) — Hurricane Felix slowed to
a crawl as it advanced on the Outer Banks with winds of
80 mph Wednesday, keeping the North Carolina-Virginia
coast waiting for what could .^e a prolonged drenching.
An estimated 200,000 vacationers and others fled the
long, skinny islands and other coastal North Carolina
communities, filling motels for hundreds of miles inland
at the height of the tourist season. Many year-round is
landers ignored evacuation orders and lashed down their
belongings.
“I’m all ready,” Larry Grubbs said as he watched the
roiling waves batter the fishing pier at Rodanthe. “I put
the lawn chairs in the shed, fastened the windows and
doors and made sure everything was lashed down. ’That’s
about all you can do.”
Forecasters were having a hard time guessing when
Felix, which slowed from 14 mph to a near standstill,
would arrive.
By evening, the National Weather Service Hurricane
Center in Miami figured Felix probably wouldn’t come
ashore until ’Thursday night at the earliest, said Jerry
Jarrell, deputy director. It was most likely to hit Cap>e
Hatteras, the outermost point on the Outer Banks, the
center said.
“The Outer Banks are going to take a beating,” Na
tional Weather Service forecaster Steve Hamed said.
For a time We'dnesday, forecasters thought the storm
would not hit land at all but would hang just off the
Outer Banks, punishing it with wind and as much as 10
inches of rain for up to 36 hours beginning ’Thursday
morning.
Either way, it probably doesn’t matter, Jarrell said.
Because of Felix’s unusual size — hurricane-force winds
extending 115 miles from the center — coastal Virginia
and North Carolina are going to get battered by wide
bands of rain, he said.
At 8 p.m., Felix was centered about 145 miles east of
Cape Hatteras, and was barely moving. Little
strengthening was expected.

SAN DIEGO (AP) — Saying voters don’t understand
the root causes of the “crisis” in public education, or
ganizers of a school choice measure have postponed plans
to put an initiative on the 1996 ballot.
“People do not understand the statement that educa
tion is in a moment of crisis,” said Eugene Ruffin, presi
dent of the American Education Reform Foundation,
which is leading the crusade for vouchers.
“’They don’t understand the things that make up that
statement, so there isn’t a huge impetus for change.”
Informal polling conducted by the foundation revealed
that school vouchers do not have widespread support
among California voters. Instead, the foundation will aim
for a ballot measure in 1998, Ruffin said.
The California ’Teachers Association, which guided a
coalition that defeated an earlier voucher initiative, said
Wednesday it was gratified by Ruffin’s announcement.
“We are elated,” said spokeswoman ’Ibmmye Hutto.
“Californians and Americans believe in public education
and they are not willing to give up on it.”
Both the foundation, which is backed by San Diego bil
lionaire John Walton and San Francisco investment
banker William Obemdorf, and the CTA agree on many
of the problems plaguing public education: declining stu
dent performance, overcrowded and dilapidated
classrooms and lack of technology, to name a few.
But the foundation contends vouchers — stipends al
lowing students to attend the school of their choice —
will force public education to clean up its act by creating
a more competitive market.
The CTA fears that money and other resources will
flow to private schools and put an end to public educa
tion. The state spends about $30 billion a year on public
education.
In 1993, a voucher initiative dubbed Proposition 174
failed in a special election by a 70-30 margin.
Wisconsin and Ohio already have passed voucher
measures, and groups in about a dozen other states are
exploring the issue, said Ruffin.
He said the decision to hold off until 1998 is not a
retreat.
“We have told everyone since the beginning that it was
either going to be 1996 or 1998, and we made a decision
for ‘98,” he said.
’The foundation will try to collect about a million sig
natures, he said, and is expected to spend between $20
million and $30 million on the campmgn.

During the day, the skies at the Outer Banks beaches
were thick with clouds, the wind on shore picked up
speed to more than 40 mph, the ocean churned and
foamed, and tall, white-crested waves smacked the
pilings of the piers. Nags Head got light rain, and the
wind blew foam across the beach.
On Pea Island, waves washed over N.C. 12, the only
highway on the Outer Banks, and the water was 2 to 3
feet deep in places. 'The flooded road was closed at high
tide, cutting off the islands of Hatteras and Ocracoke
from the mainland.
Marty and Linda Katz of Poughkeepsie, N.Y., packed
the trunk of their car, just a day after arriving at a Nags
Head vacation house. “We’re sorry to go,” said Marty
Katz, 48. “It ruined our vacation. We planned on staying
awhile.”

Under Ruffin’s plan, students who choose to leave
public school for private school would get a voucher equal
to 80 percent of the cost of educating them at the public
school.
’That money would go toward the private school tui
tion. ’The remaining 20 percent would go to the public
school. This formula, Ruffin says, would not be adjusted
for different income levels.

One concern as Felix approached was the fate of the
125-year-old Cape Hatteras Lighthouse, the nation’s tal
lest lighthouse. ’The 208-foot zebra-striped sentinel is
perched 80 feet from the surf, wilnerable to damage from
wind and water.

Meanwhile, a San Francisco group led by Rabbi
Pinchas Lipner has said it will try to gather 600,000 sig
natures in the next five months for a similar voucher in
itiative that would provide $3,000 subsidies to all stu
dents.
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Failed launch underscores risks
By Jon* E. Alle«

AÚaioted Piess
LOS ANGELES (AP) — The
failure of Lockheed Martin’s first
commercial rocket during launch
of a communications satellite
this week underscores the depen
dence of emerging telecom
munications enterprises on Cold
War-era missile technology.
The destruction of the $16
million rocket and its $2 million
to $3 million communications
payload points out a hazard of
trying to do business in space.
“It’s gotten to the point where
you make three to get two up
there,” said Jack Modzelewski,
an aerospace and defense analyst
at PaineWebber in New York.
“It’s pretty clear that rockets
are not an easy business,” he
said. “All of this stuff is really old
technology: ’Titan, Delta, Atlas.
All have been around 30 years.”
Many of the workhorse rock
ets have had recent problems.
F ailures in test firings
delayed upcoming launches of
Lockheed-built 'Titan TV rockets
for the Air Force. A McDonnell
Douglas Delta rocket didn’t get
into the proper orbit when it
launched a Korean satellite car
rying television, video and data
services technology on Aug. 5.
Even the newer Pegasus rocket
built by Orbital Sciences Corp.
has been grounded and isn’t ex
pected to fly until early fall.
Among recent international

failures:
—A control system aboard an
experim ental Russian Start
booster rocket failed on March
28, destroying three satellites,
including Israel’s Gurwin-1.
—On Jan. 26, a Chinese Long
March-2 rocket exploded, along
with a U.S.-made Apstar-2 satellit e
c a r r y in g t e le v is io n ,
telephone and digital com
munications for Asia.
— Last December, an Ariane
rocket built by the commercial
arm of the European Space
Agency crashed, destroying two
communications satellites. It was
the seventh failure in 71

"It's pretty clear that rockets are
■ot an easy business. All this
stuff is really old technology."
Jack Modzelewski
Paine Weber analyst
launches.
Don O’Neal, a spokesman for
Hughes Space and Communica
tions Co., said the reliance of the
U.S. launch vehicle industry on
military technology is “one of the
things we in the satellite in
dustry have been concerned
about for a long time.”
Yet, despite Hughes’ satellite
losses, “we have a high degree of
confidence in most of the launch
vehicles that we use,” he said.
O’Neal noted however, that
while insurance covers the satel

lite, “the setback is in the loss of
revenue (from) the service the
satellite would generate.”
Jeff Torkelson, a spokesman
for satellite operator Hughes
Communications Inc., said his
firm has anticipated risks by
dedicating spare satellites, “so if
we lose a satellite during launch,
in most cases we are able to
provide uninterrupted services
for our customers until we build
a replacement.”
In the search for a reliable
and cheaper ferry ride into
space, some U.S. companies are
turning to Russian rockets, al
though conditions in the lessth a n -s ta b le form er S oviet
republic could make that alter
native iffy.
“'The only real drag, the one
item that can hurt them the
most, is launch capability: not
just price, but can you get it
done?” Modzelewski said.
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Don Bane, spokesman for
Lockheed Martin Missiles &
Space, said the concept behind
the rocket that failed 'Tuesday
was using “established, low-cost
designs and materials in an ef
fort to keep the cost to the com
mercial customer — the person
who has the satellite to launch —
as low as possible.
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W A SH IN G T O N ( A P ) —
What’s so bad about being a
chocoholic? Plenty, says Adam
Drewnowski, who is hunting for
a drug to battle those cravings.
Chocolate is the food most
desired by women who binge eat,
because of a brain chemical that
gives them physical pleasure
ffom the sweet indulgence, says
the University of Michigan
nutritionist. So he and other
scientists are pursuing drugs to
block that brain chemical.
“It’s possible that we may be
able to control the onset of bin
ges,” Drewnowski said.
At issue are not just people
who need to shed weight, but
sufferers of medically defined
disorders that cause severe food
cravings and huge eating binges,
often followed by vomiting or

laxatives to fight the resulting
p o u n d s. A b ou t 1 m illio n
Americans suffer from one such
disorder, bulimia.
Antidepressants that affect
the brain chemical serotonin
offer help to some binge eaters,
but not all, and they can cause
side effects. So doctors are look
ing for better alternatives.
Women who binge most desire
foods high in fat and sugar while
men crave foods high in fat and
salt, surveys show.
The brain naturally produces
opiates, drug-like chemicals that
cause pleasure sensations and
are linked to addictions. Animal
studies show that these chemi
cals could be a trigger for sweet,
fatty cravings. And consuming
such foods made the brain
produce even more of the chemi
cals, as shown in studies of rats
given chocolate milk.
When the brain’s normal

190 C A L IF O R N IA BLVD. S A N LUIS O BISPO , C A

opiate production was blocked,
rats chose their normal feed over
previously tempting sweets.
Drewnowski tested the theory
on 41 women, bingers and nor
mal eaters. 'They were offered
their favorite foods, from pretzels
and jelly beans to chocolate chip
cookies and chocolate ice cream.
H alf received injections of
naloxone, a drug used to treat
heroin overdoses because it
blocks brain opiate receptors.
The rest got a placebo of salt
water.
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“We’ve got a whole lot of
proven things that we built into
this design ... but there is always
risk in space flight,” he said.
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The Price For Integrity
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SCREWED

By David Greenwald

On a hot afternoon at the Mid-State Fair in Paso
Robles, I decided to get myself a juice blend. I got to talk
ing with some of the workers. When they had finished
making my drink, they wished me a gcx)d day. Im
mediately, I realized that I hadn’t paid for my juice mix.
So I said, “Shouldn’t I pay for this?” The worker was a lit
tle embarrassed, but appreciative of my honesty. The per
son behind me in line, however, commented that I could
have gotten away without paying. My response was quick
and direct, “Should I sell out myself for $3.25?”
It was easy enough to dismiss this as an interesting in
cident, a tale of honesty, and to leave it at that. But it got
me thinking how easily people sell out their values and
integrity. Hey it’s only three bucks, they’ll never miss it.
But, is it proper to take advantage of the mistakes of
others for your own benefit?
People will say that it’s no big deal to not pay for the
juice. But, we live in a country where people are constant
ly complaining about the lack of ethics in their political
leaders. They complain that all government officials are
corrupt and crooks. They complain about all those on the
take. And yet they think nothing of it when they “get
away” without paying for their drink. If one is willing to
sacrifice their values for a measly $3.25, imagine how
easily on would sell them out for a five, six and even
seven figure reward.
Lawyers and politicians are dispised people in this
society. But perhaps the reason they are dispised is be
cause their actions remind us of our own inadequacies.
Politicians on the take are wrong! But they aren’t the
problem. They are the result of a society which is willing
to sell itself out for the most modest of gains. The dif
ference between walking away from the fruit stand
without paying and taking a huge contribution for voting
a certain way may or may not matter to the politician
either way, is that of degree, not of kind.
It’s not just politicians who sell themselves out. It is
the whole society. Musicians will sell their heartfelt songs
to commercials for mega-bucks. Imagine Bob Dylan’s
“The 'Times They Are A-Changing” — a song that meant
to so much to so many — being sold to a commercial, and
yet it was. Athletes sell themselves to all sorts of endorse
ments.
Have they no dignity? But can anyone complain when
no one is beyond blame?
Look at the O.J. Simpson trial with all the people
making money off book deals and movie rights. Look at
Joey Butafucco and Amy Fisher and all the network
movies that came out. Look at John Wayne Bobbit, that
man is taking a healthy cut (no pun intended) after the
publicity of having his genitalia cut off. Amazing.
It’s hard to decide which is worse: those who sell them
selves to these sleazy deals or those who support them by
buying the books and watching the movies. Look at all
the daytime talk shows. Look at all the tabloids and
psuedo-news programs. But those are not the problem,
they reflect society.
America had become a society without dignity, without
conscience and without common-sense. And we have the
nerve to blame a few politicians for being dirty. We dis
trust all politicians and lawyers, but maybe they
shouldn’t have such a bad name. Maybe instead of
lawyers and politicians jokes, we should have American
jokes.
It is so easy to sell out oneself, when you weigh the
facts that $3.25 just isn’t worth it anymore. Integrity is
no longer a cheap commodity.
A friend and I once got into a dispute as to whether or
not, if offered a million dollar shoe commercial spot, I
would take it. I said I wouldn’t. Sometimes all you have is
your integrity, if you sell it out, you’ll never get it back.
Maybe that is the lesson we should be teaching our youth.

Students’ parking problems need a voice
By
RyderM. Beery
Parking at Cal Poly is utter chaos.
This is what I think, and in a casual discussion with
Cindy Campbell, parking and commuter services ad
ministrator, she agreed.
Lack of parking seems to be the main problem Cal
Poly and other California State Universities face today.
Although increased fees, teacher and class cutbacks,
and escalating book prices are what we currently face, a
lack of parking is a constant hassle.
Every time I drive onto campus I see the new direc
tional, street and parking lot designation signs. How can
anyone miss them? At first I was flabbergasted.
How could Cal Poly have the gall to spend our precious
money on new signs?
Where did the money come from?
And why didn’t the students and faculty get to vote on
the issue?

The n e w signs ~ plastered, or cemented all over
campus — cost ap p ro xim ately $ 1 0 0 ,0 0 0 .
Then came the research. I went to P uduc Safety to try
and get some answers to my many questions. This is
what I found:
The new signs — plastered, or shall I say, cemented all
over campus — cost approximately $100,000.
'This is what Public Safety calls a “conservative”
project.
How many of you can think of a 100,000 other things
Cal Poly could do with $100,000? I can, too.
This money did not come from tuition.
The project was funded by the parking permits stu
dents and faculty buy each quarter.
In addition, further revenue is put toward these “con
servative” projects from citations and parking meters.
With this in mind, I think we should have been in
cluded in a vote on the issue of new signs. If my money —
through paying tickets, buying parking permits and drop
ping quarters in parking meters — is going to be used for
something like new signs, I want to be part of the
decision-making process.
As a full-time student, I would rather have more park
ing lots than more parking signs. I am sure many stu
dents and faculty share the same opinion.
When driving around in a state-of-panic Monday
morning frantically trying to And a parking spot within
walking distance of my class, I do not want to see new
parking signs. Instead, I want to see new parking spaces.
According to Campbell, Public Safety felt that the old,
brown signs tended to blend in too much and that we
needed an updated look — something that would catch
people’s attention. Well, the new signs certainly got my
attention.
What was wrong with the old, highly functional and
non-offensive signs? Granted, maybe they blended in with
our campus, adorned with its earth tones and various
shades of brown, but so what?
'The directional signs — specifically for visitors and
guests unfamiliar with our campus — are of no use to me.
I already know my way around this campus. I do not
need a large, black and neon sign staring me in the face
pointing to the administration building.

In all fairness, however, I must share some of the
other infoiTnation I received from Public Safety in order
to further discuss the issue of parking, or lack thereof.
The addition of the Student Services, Childrens’ Cen
ter, Physical Education Classrooms and Offices, Perform
ing A]'ts Center, Foundation Administration, Agi'icultural
Sciences, Engineering, and Business buildings over the
last 10 years all took away our precious parking.
According to Campbell, all of those buildings were
built on parking lots.
So, if there is someone to blame for the lack of parking,
I have just listed several. Take your pick.
Although there are future plans in the works for a new
parking structure, that does not ease the blow of
$100,000 being frivolously spent for new signage.
The new parking structure is an approximate $8 mil
lion project to be built behind Mott Gym on some of the
existing tennis courts.
Ground will be broken for the new structure, equipped
with approximately 1,000 parking spaces, sometime
during Summer, 1996.
The parking spaces are alleged to cost $7,000 per
space.
Although I am glad that plans for additional parking
are in the works, 1,000 spaces are not going to be suffi
cient for all of the students who go without parking every
day.
For those students, faculty and staff who have found
parking impossible. Public Safety will spend $229,424 of
parking citation revenue to provide free city bus
transportation.
Next time a decision needs to be made about some
thing to buy or build with student, faculty and staff
money — include us.
Ryder Beery is a animal science senior who does not
enjoy parking at the horse unit.
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Grisham's book unmasks
moral issues on execution
By Dsrek Ansy

Summa Staff Writer

Supporters of the death penal
ty now have a book to buy that
ought to be required reading. In
his recent book “The Chamber,"
John Grisham describes how
even the most despicable of men
may not be deserving of the hor
ror of execution.
Grisham tells the story of
young Chicago lawyer Adam
Hall who is fresh out of law
school and has joined a par
ticular firm to take on a cetse that
he has long been obsessed with.
The case involves a former
KKK m em ber named Sam
Cayhall who was found guilty of
murder and sentenced to death.
!r..'
%
■- **
His appeals have almost run out,
*
and he is scheduled for execution
^♦
V.%
-Äs,
I •»!»
I
in four weeks.
Hall has never met Cayhall,
M a r k C o sta, a n a n im a l science senior tackles the opposition as he attempts to pin the steer to the g ro u n d in a tim ed who is his grandfather.
The
clock ticks away as he learns the
steer w restling com petition / Photo courtesy o f M a rk Costa
h e in o u s
c rim e s
o f h is
grandfather and the dark history
of his family. As the execution
nears he makes desperate legal
event — not a PRCA event — in appeals to save a man he hardly
else he is disqualified. Spurring
By Ryder Beery
which two cowboys participate.
is also important and part of the
Summet Staff Writer
knows, but has grown to love.
One cowboy rides his horse after
overall score. Grisham uses his characters
One’s object is to get you off
the cow and ropes her. He then to expose different angles on the
Team roping is the only event
their back as soon as possible —
gets off of his horse and tries to execution and the death penalty.
where both riders work together
the other’s is to hang on for at
for one score. The steer is
get a hold of the cow. The other Sam Cayhall is the perfect vil
least eight seconds.
released from the chute and the
cowboy attempts to get milk into lain. He has committed atrocious
'The 1995 California Mid-State
first cowboy (the header) must
a bottle to complete the task and crimes, and is legally deserving
Fair Professional Rodeo Cowboy
rope the steer one of three ways
get
a timed score.
of the death penalty. But in his
Association (PRCA) rodeo was
— either around the head and
The
final
event
—
another
old age, he comes to feel truly
Aug. 10 and Aug. 11.
one horn, su'ound the neck or
non-PRCA
event
—
is
team
pen
remorseful and understands the
Buck, kick, snort and squeal
around both horns. The header
ning.
Thirty
head
of
cattle
are
error of his ways.
is what the animals did; hold on
then dallies (wraps) his rope
numbered
from
1-0,
0
signifying
Adam Hall quickly learns the
for dear life is what the cowboys
around the saddle horn and
10
and
cornered
at
one
end
of
the
height of the legal hurdles he has
and cowgirls did.
turns his horse so the second
arena.
Three
team
members
—
to
c le a r
to
d e la y
h is
The rodeo commenced with an
cowboy (the healer) can rope the
consisting
of
men
and
women
—
grandfather’s
death
and
wrestles
opening ceremony orchestrated
two hind legs of the steer.
are given a number and must with the legal and moral issues
by the Fljnng U Rodeo Co.
Barrel racing, specifically for
separate the three designated
A string of paint horses
women, utilizes both speed and
animals out of the herd, drive
entered the arena with riders
agility. The horse and rider must
them
to the opposite end of the
carrying various California flags.
manipulate a 3-barrel cloverleaf
arena
and run them into the pen.
The final rider, carrying the
patterned course. The rider has
This
is
a timed event.
American flag, busted through a
the choice of starting to the left
Some of the livestock, consist
large paper-lined horseshoe
or the right and completing the
ing
of calves, steers and cows,
suspended over the east entrance
By Susannah Unwood
course in the shortest time pos
were
provided by the Flying U
to the arena.
Summef Staff Wiiler
sible.
Rodeo Co.' owned by Cotton
The riders assembled in the
Bull riding, often called the
Rosser. In addition, some of the
Upside down, twirling around
center of the arena and the
“most dangerous sport” enter
roughstock,
bulls and bucking
and rocking to the music stirred
crowd rose for the national an
tains the crowd with its speed,
horses, were also provided by
exhilaration in many people. The
them.
strength and danger. The crowd
Cotton
Rosser.
squeals
could be heard as young
Once everyone was seated, the
is enticed into participation as
and
old
alike cheered on the e“The
bucking
horses
and
bulls
announcer diverted the crowd’s
the first bull leaves the chute
quipment
operator or expressed
all
looked
very
strong
and
heal
attention to the sky where four
and the rider is thrust from left
their excitement and fear.
thy,” said Dustin Mojonnier,
skydivers descended into the
to right all to the background
The Mid-State Fair offered a
agricultural business senior and
middle of the arena.
music of “We will rock you.”
Cal Poly rodeo member. “It was
host of entertainment from roller
All made perfect landings and
Calf roping is also a PRCA
obvious the stock contractors
coaster rides to challenging car
kicked off the first event —
event but as usual fell at the end
nival games.
brought their toughest and best
bareback riding.
of the rodeo. Most of the crowd
Ride enthusiasts running
animals
to
insure
a
good
perfor
Bareback riding is where a
usually
disburse
before
this
mance.”
from
the “Gravitron” to the
cowboy has only a one-handed
event begins due to personal
“Himalayas”
with blue wrist
b) hold onto — the hand
Cotton was recently inducted
preference. Reasons for not view
bands
or
stacks
of blue coupons
le resembling that on a suitcase.
into the Cowboy Hall of Fame in
ing the performance vary from
was the trend in attractions of
The cowboy must have an eight
Colorado Springs, Colo, for his
thinking it is animal cruelty to
50th Annual Mid-State Fair.
second ride to receive a score.
more than 50 years in the rodeo
thinking it is too rough.
Blue wristbands were the
Scoring is based on the spurring
business.
The cowboy ropes the calf,
tickets
to unlimited rides, while
motion and control of the ride. As
Cotton was a member of the
jumps off his horse, throws the
three
to
four coupons was the
the horse bucks, the cowboy’s leg
CsJ Poly rodeo team. His son
calf to the ground and ties any
average
price
for each of the
is jerked and his spur runs along
Reno Rosser, agricultural busi
three feet. The tie must hold for
rides.
the animal’s shoulder. As the
ness junior, is currently on the
six seconds to receive a score.
The carnival had rides for
horse comes back down, the cow
team.
Wild cow milking is an extra
everyone. A special kids section
boy’s leg straightens and his
provided entertainment from
spurs are set for the next buck.
mini-haunted houses and little
The next event, steer wres
steam engine trains to merrytling, had animal science senior
go-rounds
and slow-moving ver
Mark Costa dropping to the task.
sions
of
the
bigger rides.
In steer wrestling the cowboy
The
main
part of the carnival
If you have ideas for possible stories pertaining
drops from the back of a running
boasted
a
wide
variety of rides
horse onto the back of a running
including
the
Ferris Wheel,
steer. He then wraps his arms
bumper cars, and roller coaster
to the San Luis Obispo lifestyle let us know. That
around the steers’ horns in an at
of high speed that spin, twirl or
tempt to slide him to a stop and
travel upside down.
then twist the steer until it falls
Stuffed animals and other
includes club events, bands, art exhibits, etc.
to the ground with all four feet
trinkets
could be won at the
are in the sir. Steer wrestling is
games. Standard games involved
a timed event so speed and
Write us: Room 226, Graphic Arts building.
a football, baseball or basketball,
strength are crucial.
and others challenged accuracy
Next was saddle bronc riding.
by picking up a Coke bottle with
A cowboy miut use a PRCA ap
Cal Poly, San Luis Obispo, 93407.
a fishing pole or throwing a dime
proved saddle and hold a six-foot
into the tiny openings of shot
braided rein with only one hand.
Phone: 805/756-1796 or fax 805/756-6784.
glasses, to win one.
His other hand must not touch
I found the water balloon
the horse, saddle or himself or

I

Rodeo took riders, ropers and fans for a wild ride

attached to the death penalty.
The scenario is made more
complex by a camera hungry
governor and an overzealous ex
colonel who is in charge of the
execution. The governor provides
Grisham an opportunity to
demonstrate the politics involved
in the execution and comment on
the nature of today’s politicians.
The colonel and others are
employed to bring out arguments
against executioners who are
“just doing their job.”
Grisham also points out how
the death penalty is becoming in
creasingly sanitized through
standardized procedure and
more humane methods of execu
tion. He notes however, that the
results are the same.
As Sam’s time runs out and
all hope seems to be lost,
Grisham succeeds in evoking
feelings of pity for Sam from not
only the characters, but from the
reader as well. It is when death
is near that Grisham drives
home the most potent message of
this book. If execution is not the
solution for a man as guilty as
Sa.m, then it is no solution at all.
Grisham, who wrote both
“The Firm” and “'The Client,”
definitely changes gears in *The
Chamber.” While they were both
high drama plot twisting tales,
this book takes quite a different
approach. It jogs along at a
steady pace to the inevitable end,
and relies more on characters
and issues than on surprising
turns in the story line.
It ranks third on 'The New
York Times best seller list, but if
you are a supporter of the death
penalty, it should be first on
yours.

Entertainment Review:
Fair provides amusement for all

Any innovative ideas out there?

game the m ost enjoyable.
Several people sat in a row with
their water guns aimed at the
mouth of a plastic clown. 'The
water went into the clowns
mouth that filled up the water
balloon on top of its head. 'The
first balloon to pop is the winner
— a basic game where someone
always wins.
My all-time favorite fair ride
was the “Zipper” until I went on
it this year. My companion didn’t
enjoy the quick moving, spinning
cages, so my partner for the ride
became a petite 12-year-old girl
with a blue wristband.
After we had been secured
into our “cage” that left us in a
half sitting, half standing posi
tion with a big padded strap
across our middle and a few ver
tical padded bars in front, we
begin to chat.
By this time we were at the
highest point, tipping downward
as the operators continued to
reload the “cages.” The girl ad
vised me to hold onto the vertical
padded bars because, she had
heard, one of the cages had
opened up and people fell out the
previous week.
It was the beginning of the
ride, and that was the last thing
I wanted to hear. After years of
going on the “Zipper” I couldn’t
let this ruin my fun. But
throughout the ride she con
tinued to make similar com
ments and by the end I was
through with the “Zipper.”
My ride on the swinging boat
was much more fun as the
operators sang and danced
around to hits from the seventies
as we swung past the docking
point with our hands in the air.
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R e d ra fte d r e s e a r c h

KCPR gets technology boost

in c r e a s e s estim ate
o f ra p e s in A m e r ic a

A lthough the station is
geographically challenged be
cause it broadcasts out of a val
ley, its signal can be clearly
heard in some areas as far as 37
miles away. King said.
Randy Yau, next year’s chief
engineer, explained that KCPR’s
signal is clearer now in Atas
cadero and parts of Paso Robles
than ever before.

By Michael Kaufman

Summer Staff Writer

By Michael J. Sniffen

AÚociaíed Press
A new antenna that took just
one day to erect gave Cal Poly
radio an instant 50-year-technol
WASHINGTON (AP) — The
ogy boost.
government more than doubled
The antenna components
its estimate Wednesday of rapes
, -i
were assembled and put into use
or attempted rapes each year —
Aug. 3.
to 310,000. But actual assaults
The previous antenna only
aren’t up; rather, after years of
sent out horizontal radio waves,
controversy, the government’s
said KCPR Chief Engineer "Money dealing with KCPR is a
biggest crime survey finally
Chuck King. The new 40-foot
asked a direct question about
direct result of listener contribu
unit emits horizontal as well as
rape.
vertical airwaves in a corkscrew tion and fund raising."
In the first major report on
pattern.
data
from the newly designed
Chuck King
“The new station antenna
survey, the Justice Department’s
KCPR Chief Engineer
added a vertical component so
Bureau of Justice Statistics es
cars with vertical antennas and
timated that there are 500,000
KCPR purchased the antenna,
Walkmans with hidden antennae
sexual assaults on women an
a new transmitter and a mixing
can receive a clearer, more
nually, including 170,000 rapes
console for production at a cost of
defined sound,” he said.
and 140,000 attempted rapes.
nearly $36,000. Half of the
According to King, the new
Previously, the bureau had es
money, including parts and
addition will not necessarily in
timated
that there were 133,000
labor, was provided by the Col
crease the power of the 2,000
total rapes and attempted rapes
lege of Liberal Arts, while KCPR
watt station, but the general
a year. It had no data on other
funded the remaining half.
sound quality will be enhanced.
sexual
assaults. The most recent
“Money dealing with KCPR is
y
“(The antenna) will help
FBI
figures
show that only
a direct result of listener con
sound travel farther, not just be
104,800
rapes
and attempted
tribution and fund raising,” King
cause of power, but because air
rapes
were
reported
to police in
said.
waves will radiate in a cylindri
1993.
y
The station hosts two general
cal pattern delivering a more ef
“When you ask directly, you
fund
raisers
a
year
to
put
aside
ficient broadcast,” King said. “We
get more information. That
money towards any necessary
are operating at levels that are
doesn’t mean this level of rapes
improvements.
simply perfect.”
A lu m C b r k Pareli (fop) a n d Joe Johnston, a journalism junior, connect KCPR's didn’t exist before,” said Justice
n ew a n te n n a to the new transm itter / Photo b y Jeanne A cceturo
statistician Ronet Bachman, co
author of the new report. “We
have no indication of an actual
increase in rapes. This is just
better reporting ... through chan
members. 'Through the next few had a sexual relationship with
By Koryn Hunt
ganization, she said.
ges in our interviews and asking
weeks, the 2,500-member or her pastor during what were
She filed suit.
Associated Ptess
direct questions.”
ganization will step up efforts to supposed to be counseling ses
Attorneys for the pastor and
The new research was hailed
locate victims of clergy abuse sions.
SAN FRANCISCO (AP) —
the church denied the allegations
by
women’s groups who long
In the shadow of the church,
They were raped, fondled and from San Francisco to New York
and said they planned to fight
have
argued that rape is under
and Canada.
she and others told their stories.
abused by those they .trusted
her all the way to court.
reported because its victims are
Other groups have formed in
Richard-Walker, 39, said she
most — their clergy — then
Stephen Roberts, 34, said he
stigmatized. The new data also
Denver,
Chicago,
Springfield,
111.,
had a drug habit when she
ostracized from their churches
was molested by a Jesuit priest
went a long way toward resolv
Rhode
Island,
Philadelphia,
New
for speaking out. Now, they’re
turned to a Baptist church in
at age 10 while growing up in
ing a dispute that President
banding together to help each York, St. Louis, Portland, Maine, Oakland to kick a drug habit.
Long Island. The man was his
Clinton inadvertently wandered
Los Angeles and Toledo, Ohio.
“I believed it was a place of
parents’ marriage counselor and
other heal.
into
last March when he said
With the imposing backdrop hope that would help me live a
Some 25 survivors of clergy
spent the night at their home.
700,000
women are raped each
abuse gathered on the steps of of the Gothic cathedral looming changed life. It was supposed to
Later, at Fordham University
year.
San Francisco’s Episcopal Grace over them, the survivors said be the place where you turn your
in New York, he had three “inci
The data come from the
that
clergy
abuse
occurs
in
all
Cathedral, Wednesday to spread
dents” with priests, he said.
life around and turn your heart
government’s
National Crime
denominations;
Catholic,
Bap
the message that support groups
A spokesperson from Fordham
around.”
Victimization
Survey,
which an
can help others like them cope tist, Jew ish , E p iscopa lia n ,
University said the university
Instead, she said. Pastor Wil
n
u
a
lly
in
terv
iew
s
100,000
would have no comment on his
with the shame, fear and indig Quaker and others. It happens to lie Smith humiliated her in front
Americans
aged
12
or
older.
The
people of all ages in all life cir of the congregation when she
allegations.
nity they suffer.
survey
is
designed
to
uncover
the
The support groups meet once
It was the first in a nation cumstances, they said
tried to break off the relation
crimes that are not reported to
“ It
seems
like
i t ’ s ship, she said. The pastor’s wife
per month in the East San Fran
wide effort by SNAP — Sur
police as well as more details of
e
v
e
r
y
w
h
e
r
e
,”
sa
id
R
ick
e
y
cisco
Bay
area
and
every
other
vivors Network of Those Abused
later fired her from her job as an
reported crime.
week in San Francisco.
by Priests — to recruit new Richard-Walker, who claims she outreach worker for a related orThe new estimates cover
1992, when half of those inter
viewed were asked specifically
for the first time if they were
raped or sexually assaulted, and
1993, when everyone surveyed
was asked those questions.
Previously, the survey only
B R O .V D
asked about attacks of any kind
00
without mentioning rape or
sexual assault.
2 Bedroom, 1-1/2 Bath
Clinton drew criticism in
March when, in opening a new
All Utilities Included
Violence Against Women office
authorized by the 1994 crime act,
6 1 liroad St. • 544 - 7 7 7 2
9 5 9
H I G U E R A
S T R E E T
he cited numbers that exceeded
the Justice Department’s es
timates. The president’s num
bers
were taken from a private
Y o u r D o w n to w n S ou rce f o r ...
1992 stuay, Rape in America,
which the Senate Judiciary Com
mittee had endorsed before ap
Student Produced Products
proving the crime bill.
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Molestation victims band together against clergy
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Avila caters to tourists, locals of all ages Students can shop bookstore
from own homes on Internet

By Susannah Unwood

Summei Staff Writer

“The strip* consists of a few
cute beach shops, places to eat,
and a couple of bars. Mirrored by
these stores displaying colorful
attire, swim suits, lounge chairs
and towels, is the ocean and a
golden-sand beach.
Teenagers, college students
and families mill around on the
sidewalk, hang out or observe
the scene. The scene at this
small beach town is divided by
the pier that extends into the
midcUe of Avila Beach.
“I used to go to the right side
of the pier,” said business senior
Ann Ericsson. “Now, I go to the
left side because I got tired of all
the children.”
C o lle g e
stu d e n ts
an d
teenagers tend to gravitate to
the left side of the pier, while
families mainly go to the right
side where swings and fire pits
are.
“I like the left side because it’s
closer to the water,” Ericsson
said.
There are plenty of swimmers
in the water at Avila Beach on
hot, sunny days, although
Ericsson said she prefers to just
take a dip because the water is
too cold.
Body boarders and surfers are
also out in the water if there is a
swell, according to business

By Heather McLauyhiis

Summer Staff Writer
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A i/ita Beach / Photo b y Joseph P. Johnston

senior Eric Muran.
“It only breaks when it’s real
ly big, which is usually in the
winter,” he said.
Although some surfers and
body boarders don’t wait for the
“good waves,” others can be seen
practicing or learning at all
times of the year.
Avila Beach tends to be a
favorite spot to many. The cove
shape of Avila cuts down on the
wind, making it warmer and any
fog burns off quicker than other
beaches and it’s close, according
to a general consensus among
Avila Beach fans.

“It’s usually the sunny
around here,” said Cuesta
lege student Elias Stack.
also more of a happening
There are more people, and
more friends.”

spot
Col
“It’s
spot.
I see

With the small size of Avila
Beach, everyone is confined to
the smaller area of beach versus
Pismo Beach and Morro Bay,
which are large and expansive.
“I see the same people
regularly,” Stack said. “It’s a
good atmosphere with the com
bination of good weather and the
people.”

Bank stung on $95,000 junk mail ‘check’
By Dora Aklko Toai

Asociated Ptes

SAN FRANCISCO (AP) —
N e a rly
every
Ame r i c a n *
household has gotten one before
— a junk mail “non-negotiable”
check that offers superb gifts and
prizes if you “act now.”
Patrick Combs did just that.
He went straight the bank
and deposited his $95,093.35
“check” in the automatic teller
machine.
“I swore that the bank would
reject the check,” Combs said
Wednesday.
But the check cleared and it
wasn’t until about a month later
that the bank discovered its
mistake. Now First Interstate

Bancorp wants the cash back.
But, Combs says, it’s tied up
in a cashier’s check that he
stored in a safe deposit box.
First Interstate spokeswoman
S h irley H osoi d eclin ed to
com m en t, c itin g cu stom er
confidentiality policies.
The company which issued
the ch eck . A ssocia tion o f
Certified Liquidators, said no one
has ever tried to cash its
promotional checks.
“We’re going to have to check
into this,” said ACL president
Mitch Klass.
It all began in May, when
Combs, on a whim, wanted to see
if a bank would accept the “nonnegotiable" check. On May 22,
the bank credited his account

$95,093.35.
Combs waited three weeks,
but the bank didn’t mention the
error.
“I was having fun with it. I
would call my bank for my bank
account balance and here it
jingle, ‘over $100,000,’” he said.
He went to a bank teller twice
to see if he could withdraw the
money in the form of a cashier’s
check. Each time they said he
could.
So he withdrew every penny
and put it on a cashier’s check,
which he then stored in the
bank’s safe deposit box.
First Interstate noticed the
error June 5, but Combs says he
wasn’t notified until June 22.

Wouldn’t it be nice to know
how long the bookstore’s lines
are during the mad rush of back
to school without having to
stand in them?
And wouldn’t it be nice to get
product information without
having to wait around for an
employee to help you?
Well students, the El Corral
computer department provides
you with this luxury from the
comfort of your own computer.
'The bookstore has purchased a
server on the internet and now
students, or anyone in the
world, can access El Corral’s

"We can put nfonration out to
the masses easier with the net.
It gives us the ability to quote
you imniediately."
Judd Jones
Computer Department Manager
El Corral Bookstore
home page.
“It’s a convenience to the stu
dents,” said Judd Jones, the
computer department manager.
“Sometimes the bookstore is so
busy that we can’t help out in
person.”
Cal Poly students have free
access to the World Wide Web.
By using Netscape 1.1, students
can pull up El Corral’s home
page on their computer and
browse through the bookstore’s
departments with the click of a
button.
Icons lead to other pages
with detailed information about
new products, back to school
prices and even employment op
portunities.
“We can put information out
to the masses easier with the
net,” Jones said. “It gives us the
ability to quote you immediate
ly.”
Another fascinating feature
for students is the El Corral in
store camera. Students can pull
up a snapshot taken from
within the bookstore and see
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what the lines are like before
coming in.
“The important thing about
the camera is that it is real
time,” said computer science
senior and technical supervisor
in the computer department Joe
Bella. “When they click on the
button, that’s when it takes the
picture.”
Unlike other school netcams,
where a shot is taken every five
minutes, Cal Poly’s is live video
feed and is one.of the few
university color netcams.
“It’s the next generation,”
Jones said.
Of all the bookstore depart
ment pages, the computer
department’s is currently the
most developed.
“The other areas will be fully
developed hopefully by the end
of fall quarter,” Bella said. “It’s
a long ongoing process.”
Bella has been working on
this project since January, and
on average spends four hours a
day updating information and
expanding the pages.
One of the current projects
Bella has been creating is order
forms. Soon students can shop
at home by browsing through
the color pictures and informa
tion.
“It gives us a return on our
investment because we can ac
tually sell products from the
web,” he said. “That’s the
beauty of it - you can call it up
from anywhere.”
So far. Cal Poly students
haven’t been the only ones on El
Corral’s web site.
Since June, there have been
38,000 “hits,” or site visitors,
from all over the world. People
have linked on from Canada,
Chile, Japan, Malaysia, and
even NASA has visited our
pages.
“It’s the latest rage,” Jones
said. “You know - surfing the
web.”
'The universal resource
locator (URL) address for El
Corral Bookstore’s page is:
http‘y/www.fdn.calpoly.edu/ecb/.
For more information call
756-5311.
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SUMMER MUSTANG

FOOTBALL: Team looks to another Div. 1 season
From p a g e 1

• Thirdly, they would like to beat
all
of their opponents in the Big
Sky
League.
• Lastly, the Mustangs will con
centrate on getting into the
nat
ional playoffs.
“If we can manage to keep the
team healthy. I’m confident that
the team can compete to reach
all four (goals),” Patterson said.
Quarterback and team co-captain, Mike Fisher, feels that all
the Big Sky opponents will be a
challenge.
“They will be tough to beat,
however we really can’t afford to
overlook anyone in the NAJA
(National Association of Intercol
legiate Athletics),” he said.
Fisher is just 588 yards away
from reaching the all-time pass
ing record of 5,422 set by David
LafFerty. Barring injury, Fisher
will almost assuredly eclipse this
mark during one of the team’s
first three games at Mustang
Stadium. His passing average
last year was 231 yards per
game, consistent with his career

average of 230 yards per game.
Fisher modestly attributes
this success to the superb block
ing skills of his offensive line and
the team’s talented receivers.
“It’s really not up to just me,”
Fisher said. “You’d be amazed at
what a team can do to make the
quarterback look successful.”
When asked about the team’s
strengths, wide receiver and co
captain Ryan Thomas com
mented on their solid, returning
defense.
“The defense kept us in a lot
of gaunes last year and they’re all
back this year,” Thomas said.
“We are a little less ex
perienced on the offensive line,”
Fisher said. “During camp we’re
going to work on getting our of
fensive line up to par.”
The team will play their first
game on Sept. 2 — the earliest
season opener in Cal Poly foot
ball history — against Western
Montana in Mustang Stadium.
“'This could possibly be the
toughest game of the season be
cause W estern M ontana is
ranked number one and because
it’s the first game,” Patterson
said.

CONSTRUCTION
i f

i

^

available.“
CSU Construction Manager
Jim Hoffman echoed Wolfs
remarks by saying that the work
is done in the summer “to avoid
the rush, complication and dis
ruption when there are more stu
dents here.”
Wolf added that certain types
of outdoor projects are avoided in
the winter months, such as reroofing and sidewalk replace
ment, because “you can usually
count on it to rain.
“That’s not to say nothing
happens during the winter
months. Y>u just have to look
harder to find construction.”
Other Cal State Universities
also try to avoid major disrup
tions by building during the sum
mer.
Gregory Francis, director of
facilities planning at CSU Chico,
said aside from the bigger
projects, such as a new parking
structure which can take up to or
more than a year to complete,
summer is used to wrap up the
smaller work.
“The small things are done in
the summer when we can just
get in and get it done,” he said,
also pointing to the convenience
of the weather and scarcity of
students on the Chico campus.
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1995 M U S T A N G F O O T B A L L
SCHEDULE
S e p t.
SeiJt.
S e p t.
Sept.
Oct.
Oct.
O ct.
Oct.
N ov.
Nov.
N ov.

2
9
16
23
7
14
21
28
4
11
18

W e s te r n M o n t a n a
I d a h o S ta te
M o n t a n a S ta te
at W eber State
at Southern U tah
at Sonom a State
C a l S ta te S a c r a m e n t o
at St. M ary’s
C a l S ta te N o r t h r id g e
at U .C. Davis
E a s te r n V/a s h in g t o n

1 p .m .
1 p .m .
6 p .m .
5 p.m .
7 p.m .
1 p.m .
2 p .m .
1 p.m .
1 p .m .
7 p.m.
1 p .m .

From page 8

A bulldozer closes in on
the administration building
(above) while another
dumps on the soon to be
*

renovated athletic field
— H om e gam es are in bold

behind the Rec Center (right)

POLL: Students give opinions about Foundation
From p a g e 1

evaluations on the people who
work there. Students more often
said they did not know much
about Foundation, whereas facul
ty and staff were more likely to
say they did not have dealings
with them.
Another important finding
noted by Pelegrin was that half
the students interviewed could
not name a single service
provided by Foundation. 'That
contrasts with only 5 percent of
faculty and staff who were un
aware of its services.
Foundation operates all food
services on campus as well as El
Corral Bookstore. It also over
sees such services as accounting,
agriculture student enterprise
projects, fund raising, and finan
cial services such as financial
reports, accounts payable and
receivable, and payroll.
When asked to rate various
services provided by Foundation,
students gave high marks to El

Corral, Julian’s, the Campus
Store, Backstage Pizza, the
Sandwich Plant, and Lucy’s
Juice.
The least popular Foundation
entities among students were
Vista Grande and Light House.
More resident students were
negative about the two facilities
than off-campus students.
Commenting on the limited
publicity, Susan Opava, dean of
research and graduate programs,
said as long as the Foundation is
doing it.* job, she did not see a
problem with it having a low
profile.
Robert Griffin, associate ex-*
ecutive director of foundation,
had a different view of the sur
vey’s findings.
“The survey pointed out that
Foundation is virtually an un
known entity on campus,” he
said, adding that such anonymity
could be detrimental to overall
relations between Foundation
and its constituents.

Bone sheds light on walkin'
By Makom Ritter

AÚociated Pies
NEW YORK (AP) — A fossil
ized bone discovered in Kenya
reveals that the forerunners of
humans walked upright about a
half million years earlier than
scientists had shown before.
The bone shows that about 4
million years ago, a previously
unknown ancestor of humans, a
hairy creature that probably
weighed about 120 pounds, was
walking like people, researchers
said.
The oldest direct evidence of
upright walking had been a set
of famous footprints left in wet

volcanic ash some 3.6 million
years ago in Tanzania.
The new report, in Thursday’s
issue of the journal Nature, is
based on an analysis of an in
complete shin bone from the an
cestor, who lived in northwestern
Kenya. A number of characteris
tics suggested to the researchers
that the an cestor w alked
upright.
The shaft of the bone narrows
less abruptly at the top than it
does in a chimp, the researchers
said. That suggests it could bear
more weight than the shin bone
of a creature that used its arms
to support itself.

Photos by Lawrence
Rodenborn

WWW: Macintosh users eagerly await release of new software packages
From p a g e 1

having some challenges with the
communications package but we
hope to overcome those.
“We definitely want to make
sure we are up and running
before the fall quarter hits, be
cause we know there will be a
tremendous demand (for the in
stallation packages.)”
Rutland said the Help Desk at
ITS was initially busy, but it has
slowed down quite a bit.
“We’ve had some questions
and a lot of it was from people
not reading the documentation,”
he said. “But the majority of
people who have taken the
product and used it have been
successful at installing it and
using it to surf the Web.”
The response to the new
software package has been most
ly positive.
“I’ve had people come up to
me on cim pus and say ‘Hey, I’ve
been surfing the Web with your
new package and it works

great’,” Rutland said. “That was
our objective, to help people get
out there and get access.”
While most of the installa
tions have gone smoothly, there
have been some difficulties.
“Some of the more difficult
challenges have been with
generic no name modems,” he
said. “We attempted to test as
many modems as we could dig up
in our area.”
“Our goal was to make a
(modem log-in) script that the
majority of people don’t have to
touch,” Rutland said. “That’s
why it took so long to get the
package out, because we were
making this whole thing as user
friendly as possible.”
After Macintosh users have
access, ITS doesn’t plan to
release many other software
packages in the near future.
“There are other packages as
far as what can be used on the
Mac or a PC,” said George
Westlund, Instructional Comput

ing Consultant at I'TS. “But
we’re trying to get more
documentation out on using
things, as opposed to putting out
more packages.
Web usage is likely to rise
dram atically when the fall
quarter starts, but there are al
ready thousands of requests
being made on Cal Poly web
pages.
According to statistics avail
able for last month, more than
60 thousand requests were made
at Cal Pbly. 'The requests are
often for Common Gateway In
terfaces, or CGI’s.
An example of a CGI request
would be a form or a database
search, Rutland said.
“CGI’s can be composed of
programs or command sets,”
Westlund said. “Usually they are
external programs being run by
the Web server.”
The user support services help
desk can be reached at 756-7000.

WANTED:
Students with rental housing horror stories. Have you had an unreason
able landlord? An intolerable roommate situation? Was your deposit un
fairly withheld?
Summer Mustang is writing about the housing market in SLO and needs
your input. Please call us at 756-1796 and ask for Cristin.
^___________________ S u m m e r M

u s t a n g —At your service

__________________

